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Abstract
Paclitaxel (PTX), an anti-microtubule agent, widely used as an efficacious anti-neoplastic drug in the treatment of
numerous cancer diseases. The major disadvantage of PTX drug is practical insolubility in aqueous media and poor
bioavailability, which directly impacts drug absorption in human beings. In this research, we successively tried to increase
the bioavailability of PTX, by synthesizing PTX-Copper nanocomposite (Cu NCP) using water bath type ultrasonication
method. PTX-Cu NCP exhibited significantly higher solubility in different aqueous media as compared to plain PTX.
The drug release profile of PTX-Cu NCP was also comparatively positive with respect to plain PTX. PTX-Cu NCP was
well characterized by SEM, XRD, UV-Vis spectroscopy and zeta potential. Physico-chemical properties and biological
behavior of BSA- PTX-Cu NCP were evaluated by emission spectroscopy, where the binding constant was found to be
4.76 × 102. Negative values of enthalpy [∆H° = -49.52 KJmol-1] and entropy [∆S° = -113.14 Jmol-1K-1] indicate hydrophilic
interaction between BSA and PTX-Cu NCP. Circular Dichroism binding studies of PTX-Cu NCP suggests no major change
in secondary structure of BSA protein. PTX-Cu NCP displays favorable antioxidant activity with respect to ascorbic acid
and comparatively prominent anticancer activity on MCF-7 and COLO-205 cell lines against standard anticancer drug ADR
(Adriamycin) (Graphical abstract).
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Introduction
In the recent decade, breast cancer is a lethal carcinoma
which is prevalent worldwide in women. Colon cancer is
the second extremely dangerous cancer in males as well as
females claiming the life of patients in developed as well
as developing countries. In 2019, due to cancer 9.6 million
deaths have occurred and 18.1 million new cases of cancer
have been detected [1,2]. Generally, standard cytotoxic
chemotherapy is the first line of treatment given to cancer
patients. A number of plant-derived synthetic drugs alone or
in combination have been used in cancer treatment such as
Doxorubicin, Cis-Platin, Paclitaxel, Capecitabine and Curcumin
[3-7]. Paclitaxel (PTX), a natural diterpenoid, isolated from the
bark of Pacific Yew tree is used for treating number of cancer
such as breast, ovarian, pancreatic and cervical cancer [8-10].
The main drawback of hydrophobic PTX is low solubility and
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Graphical Abstract

bioavailability, higher cytotoxicity and tendency to crystallize
in aqueous conditions. To increase the bioavailability of PTX we
need to decrease the particle size and increase hydrophilicity
[11]. Numerous strategies have been reported such as PTX
functionalized gold nanoparticles, herceptin-bearing PTX
loaded nanoparticles [12,13], lipid nanovesicle aerosol which
improved the efficacy of PTX in lung cancer [14], PTX loaded
lipid nanoparticles which were formulated using a modified
solvent injection technique [15], and PTX incorporated
polymer prodrug strategies [16,17]. Nanoparticles of PTX
using PEG/PHO were utilized for antitumor drug delivery [18],
production of aqueous nana colloids of PTX [19], PTX/Chitosan
nanosuspensions for enhanced intravesical cancer therapy
and prolonged delivery of PTX have also been reported
[20]. Researchers also synthesized some metal complexes
of PTX viz; PTX-nanodiamond nanocomplex [21], Paclitaxel
loaded-BSA nanoparticles for brain tumor targeting [22].
To overcome the bioavailability and solubility issue, novel
Paclitaxel pharmaceutical formulations such as CremophorEL, Abraxene, Taxoprein, Paclicalpoliglumex, ANG1005,
Paccal have been developed in the recent decade [23,24]. For
the synthesis of the reported organ metallic nanoparticles
and nano composites of PTX, various physical methods of
stirring, centrifugation, etc were reported, wherein the use
of metal oxide for complex formation via coordinate bonding
or covalent bonding between metal and drug molecule.
Such composites exhibit anti-cancer activity, but their
bioavailability is low and hence there is a need to synthesize
a new moiety which is only electrostatic ally bonded via
Vander Wall forces. Copper, a biologically essential element,
in the form of nanoparticles has diversified areas such as
biocatalysis, antibacterial activity, anti-biofouling activity,
antioxidant and anticancer activities [25-28]. For human
beings the recommended orally dietary intake of copper from
food is 0.9 mg/day and the tolerable upper intake level of
copper is 10.0 mg/day [29]. The median lethal dose (LD50) of
copper nanoparticles is 413 mg/kg of human body weight and
considered as moderately toxic materials hence we used Cu
metal for NCP synthesis [30]. The insolubility of PTX poses a
major hurdle in drug development; hence use of PTX alone in
aqueous based anticancer pharmaceutical formulations is not
feasible [31]. The solubility, bioavailability and dissolution of a
drug are correlated to its particle size, which further plays an
important role in drug absorption at the specific targeted site
[32-34]. Lower the particle size, higher is the drug absorption
because more number of atoms are exploited at the surface
and higher the particle size lower is the rate of drug absorption
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[35]. Ultrasonic sonochemistry is a high energy interaction
of energy and matter through acoustic cavitation leading to
agitation of particles or collapse of bubbles in liquid wherein
sound waves transform into mechanical energy to complete
a reaction [36].
Hence, we decided to use a simple, cost efficient, less
time consuming ultrasonication technique for the synthesis
of PTX-Cu NCP. We developed a novel strategy for increasing
the bioavailability and solubility of PTX by using simple water
bath ultrasonication at ambient temperature. In this work we
synthesized the PTX-Cu NCP by mixing Paclitaxel and copper
oxide in a 1:1 mole ratio.

Experimental Section
Materials and methods
The Paclitaxel (PTX) drug was bought from Sigma Aldrich
and Ethanol from Merck. Copper oxide was procured from
Sigma Aldrich. Anticancer activity on MCF-7 (Breast) and
COLO-205 (Colon) cancer cell lines by SRB Assay method
were performed at ACTREC (Kharghar, Navi-Mumbai, India).
Free radical scavenger DPPH Assay method was used for
evaluating the antioxidant activity.

Synthesis of PTX-Cu NCP
PTX and copper oxide (stoichiometric 1:1 mole ratio)
were transferred in 50 ml ethanol, sonicated in water-bath
type ultrasonicator (Soltec Sonica ultrasconic cleaner) at
ambient temperature for 30 mins. Then the reaction mixture
was centrifuge at 45000 rpm for 10 mins and unreacted
metal part was separate from the main nanocomposite. The
supernatant solution was first air dried and further dried
in hot air vaccum oven at 105 °C, thus obtaining Paclitaxelcopper nanocomposite (PTX-Cu NCP).

Characterization of PTX-Cu NCP
The PTX-Cu NCP were characterized by FEG-SEM, JEOL
model JSM-7600F with 30 kV accelerating voltage in vaccum
[37,38]. UV-Vis spectroscopy (LAB UV3000plus) was used
to examine the reaction during sonication to monitor the
reduction of copper ions to copper nanoparticles with PTX.
The range of 200-800 nm was selected by utilizing ethanol as
blank. The X-ray diffraction(XRD) scans for PTX-Cu NCP were
carried out employing Shimadzu maxima 7000 X-ray diffract
meter bearing 5° to 80° probing range. Zeta potential was
studied by dynamic light scattering [Malvern, Instrument Ltd].
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Solubility study of PTX-Cu NCP
The solubility study was performed freshly prepared 0.1N
HCl (pH 1.2), 50 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.5), 50 mm
potassium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and 50 mm phosphate
buffer saline solution (pH 7.2), methanol, ethanol, dimethyl
sulfoxide, water and its each of solvent mixtures (1:1 ratio)
of water methanol, water ethanol, water:dimethyl sulfoxide
[39]. Standard solution of PTX was prepared in DMSO for
comparison with various medias of PTX-Cu NCP. Weighed and
transferred 20 mg each of PTX and PTX-Cu NCP into 200 ml
volumetric flask, then added respective media (Table S1) and
respective solutions were stirred on mechanical shaker at 100
revolutions per minute in an ambient temperature for 24 hrs,
then each of the flask were diluted to volume with respective
media and absorbance of these solutions was read using LAB
UV3000plus at 227 nm by utilizing respective media as blank.

Drug releasing study
The drug release study was carried out in-vitro using
water bath type dissolution apparatus operated at 37 °C. Thin
pellets of PTX and PTX-Cu NCP were prepared using pellet
press assembly and then added in dissolution jars containing
phosphate buffer saline solution (50 mM PBS pH 7.2). The
drug releasing profile was studied for 24 hours at various time
intervals and the absorbance of this solution was recorded at
227 nm, PBS solution was used as blank for UV measurement.

BSA Binding studies
UV-Vis. absorption measurements were carried out using
a LAB UV3000plus equipped with quartz cell cuvette having
path-length of 1 cm as a sample holder. 2.5% DMSO-5 mM pH7.2 Tris-HCl buffer was used for preparing stock solutions of
PTX, copper oxide and PTX-Cu NCP to required concentrations
for BSA absorption studies. Tris-HCl buffer used as blank for
absorption measurements.
Emission measurements of unstable complex BSAPTX-Cu NCP were probed on RF-5301PC SHIMADZU
spectrofluorophotometer. The emission bands were recorded
from 250 nm to 700 nm at an excitation wavelength of 278
nm. BSA solution (1.5 × 10-5 M) was prepared in 5 mm TrisHCl buffer. The required concentration stock solutions of
PTX-Cu NCP in 2.5% DMSO-5 mm pH-7.2 Tris-HCl buffer were
prepared and further diluted to required concentrations for all
emission studies with BSA. Tris-HCl buffer was used as control
for fluorescence measurements. Using the stock solution
(1.12 × 10-4 M) of PTX-Cu NCP different concentrations of
PTX-Cu NCP solutions (2.81 × 10-6 M to 1.41 × 10-5 M) was
produced.
The CD (JASCO, J-815 CD spectrometer) analyses were
performed in the UV range of 200-260 nm.

Scavenging activity
DPPH antioxidant activity of PTX-Cu NCP was determined
using Brand-Willas method [40].

In vitro cytotoxicity studies of the PTX-Cu NCP
In-vitro anticancer activity was studied for PTX-Cu NCP
Shedge et al. Current Trends Anal Bioanal Chem 2021, 5(1):158-166

by SRB assay method using MCF-7 and COLO-205 [41]. MCF7 and COLO-205 were propagated in RPMI-1640 medium
containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 2 mM L-glutamine
at 37 °C humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 in the air.
Sulphorhodamine B (SRB) based in vitro cytotoxicity assay
was performed to compare anticancer effects of PTX, PTX-Cu
NCP and ADR against MCF-7 and COLO-205 cell line. Different
concentrations of PTX, PTX-Cu NCP solutions and Adriyamycin
(positive control drug) viz. 10 μg/ml, 20 μg/ml, 40 μg/ml and
80 μg/ml were produced by serial dilution of stock solution.
The detailed procedure of cell viability and SRB staining
(See Supporting Information section) was followed as per
previously reported method by Pansare, et al. [42].

Results and Discussion
Synthesis of PTX-Cu NCP
Ultrasonication [43] plays an important role in synthesis
of PTX-Cu NCP. We first time reported the PTX-Cu NCP by
sonication method. The nano composite were synthesized
using PTX and copper oxide suspended in ethanol using simple
water bath type ultrasonicator. The ultrasonically synthesized
PTX-Cu NCP were further evaluated for UV-Vis, SEM, XRD and
zeta potential studies.

Characterization studies
UV-Vis. absorption scans were evaluated in the range
of 200-800 nm [44]. The comparative UV-Vis spectra of
PTX, ultrasonically synthesized PTX-Cu NCP of required
concentrations in ethanol were shown in Figure S1. A slight
shift in the wavelength maxima of the PTX-Cu NCP as compared
to PTX shows complex formation of PTX with copper. This
wave length shift also indicates that there is a reduction of
copper, resulting in the formation of a nano composite.
Functional groups such as amines, hydroxyl and alkyl groups
present in PTX molecule can act as reducing agents to reduce
copper ion [45-47]. In the previously reported data of PTX
[48-50], the particles of the drug appear to bound together/
agglomerated (Figure 1a - Figure 1b). The SEM morphology
of PTX-Cu NCP (Figure 1c - Figure 1d) first time proves that
due to ultrasonication, the circular nanoparticles separate
from each other and are well-dispersed. In the previously
reported articles, various types of commercially available
PTX nanoparticles are clubbed together wherein the particle
size is higher as compared to ultrasonically synthesized
PTX-Cu NCP [51-53]. The reduced agglomeration of PTX can
result in increased solubility, correspondingly boosting its
bioavailability observed towards ultrasonically synthesized
PTX-Cu NCP. The distinct diffraction peaks [54] of PTX (-Cu
NCP are shown in Figure 2. The apparent zeta potential was
-30 mV for PTX-Cu NCP as shown in Figure S2.

Solubility study of PTX-Cu NCP
The solubility study in various media viz. water, organic
solvents and buffers in terms of concentrations calculated in
mg/ml were shown in the Figure 3 and Table S1. Solubility
data concluded that, PTX-Cu NCP was more soluble as
compared to plain PTX in various media solutions.
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Figure 1: (a,b) SEM morphology of PTX; (c,d) PTX-Cu NCP.

Figure 2: X-ray diffraction pattern of PTX-Cu NCP.

Drug release profile study

BSA Interaction studies with PTX-Cu NCP

The drug release profile study of PTX-Cu NCP and PTX
studied at various time intervals till 24 hours is shown in
Figure 4 and Table S2. The % drug release of PTX-Cu NCP was
faster as compared to plain PTX.

UV-Vis absorption studies: For detecting the complex
formation between metal and BSA, UV-Vis. absorption
spectroscopy is the important method wherein structural
or conformational changes in BSA environment can be
monitored [55]. Figure S3 demonstrates the absorption of
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Figure 3: Solubility study of PTX and PTX-Cu NCP in various media.

Figure 4: Comparative drug release profile of PTX and PTX-Cu NCP.

BSA in existence of PTX-Cu NCP, the assimilation magnitude
of BSA escalates with the increasing amount of PTX-Cu NCP
indicating the complex formation wherein the interaction
process is static quenching.

Shedge et al. Current Trends Anal Bioanal Chem 2021, 5(1):158-166

Fluorescence quenching studies: Interactivity amongst
quencher (small molecule) with BSA occurs by dynamic
and static quenching. The emission intensity investigated
for distinguishing between these two types of quenching
behaviors. The diffusion rate of the quencher surges as the
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Figure 5: % Control Growth curve: (a) Human Breast Cancer Cell Line MCF-7 of PTX, PTX-Cu NCP and Adriamycin (ADR) Positive control
compound; (b) Colon Cancer Cell Line COLO-205 of PTX, PTX-Cu NCP and Adriamycin (ADR) Positive control compound.

temperature elevates which results in a greater possibility
of the dynamic type quenching [56-60]. Emission quenching
behavior between BSA and PTX-Cu NCP was inscribed for free
BSA and compounded with distinct concentration of PTX-Cu
NCP at temperatures of 293K, 298K, and 310K. As indicated
in the Figure S4- Figure S6 at an excitation wavelength
of 278 nm, BSA exhibits an exigent emission band at 345
nm. Emission spectrum of BSA diminishes with increasing
concentration of PTX-Cu NCP (2.81 × 10-6 M to 1.41 × 10-5 M)
which indicates static interaction. The quenching data probed
by Stern-Volmer equation (F0/F = 1 + KSV [Q] = 1 + kq.Ʈ0 [Q]),
F0 and F express fixed condition emission in nonexistence and
existence of PTX-Cu NCP accordingly. KSV is the Stern-Volmer
constant, and [Q] is the concentration of PTX-Cu NCP, kq is the
quenching rate factor and Ʈ0 is the mean lifespan of protein
except any quencher. The Stern-Volmer plot of F0/Fvs [Q]
displayed in Figure S7 and slope of this plot gains the SternVolmer constant (Table S3). The association amidst the BSA
and PTX-Cu NCP emerges through a static quenching process,
which was confirmed because the quenching constant kq was
in the succession of 1011. Binding constant (K) and number of
binding sites (n) amongst the quencher and BSA is calculated
by: log (F0-F)/F = logK + nlog [Q], The value of n and K were
gained from the slope and Y axis intercept appropriately by
straight befitting the plot of log [(F0-F)/F)] vs. log [Q] [61]
(Figure S8). Table S3 summarizes this value as a function of
temperature and it exposes that K and n decreased with the
surge in temperature, forming an unstable complex of PTXCu NCP with BSA. Drugs usually bind to the macromolecule
through different types of intermolecular forces such as
hydrogen bonding, Vander Waals forces and electrostatic
interactions. The change in enthalpy (∆H°) and entropy (∆S°)
was obtained from Vant Hoff’s equation [lnK = (-∆H°/RT) +
(∆S°/R)], where T temperature, R Gas constant, K binding
constant. Gibbs free energy is figured from ∆G° = ∆H° - T∆S°
= - RT lnK. From the plot of lnK vs. 1/T, ∆H° and ∆S° calculated
from the slope and intercept respectively (Figure S9). The
Shedge et al. Current Trends Anal Bioanal Chem 2021, 5(1):158-166

values of ∆G°, ∆H° and ∆S° are described in Table S4, the
negative values of ∆S° (-113.14 Jmol-1K-1) and ∆H° (-49.52
KJmol-1) clearly indicates that, in the binding process of PTXCu NCP-BSA hydrophilic interaction depicts a crucial aspect.
The value of ∆G° illustrated that interaction between PTX-Cu
NCP and BSA occurred spontaneously.
CD Spectroscopy: Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopic
technique is useful for monitoring the interaction between
protein and drugs. The conformational changes are induced
into the protein due to the interaction between BSA and PTXCu NCP for which the intramolecular forces are responsible
for the alteration of secondary and ternary structures of BSA
[62]. The far UV region (195-245 nm) is employed to explore
the concomitant anatomy of protein, where the peptide link
is accountable for UV absorption. The spectral magnitude of
BSA diminishes with the inclusion of PTX-Cu NCP as presented
in Figure S10. The CD findings are asserted in terms of
molar residual ellipticity (MRE) using equations reported by
Pansare, et al. [55]. The results of α-helical anatomy of free
and bound BSA at 208 and 222 nm were evaluated using the
equations reported by Stan, et al. [62]. In Table S5, the % of
α-helix values is revealed. The peak shape and peak maximum
remained almost same but the percent α-helicity diminished
from 63.95% to 57.40% at 208 nm and 53.75% to 48.38% at
222 nm signifying the alteration in secondary network of BSA
during interaction with PTX-Cu NCP. This discloses that BSA
holds α-helix configuration after binding to PTX-Cu NCP.

Scavenging activity
DPPH free radical scavenging activity is a basic method
for the estimation of antioxidant activity [63]. Ethanolic
solution of DPPH: 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl, (2.16 mg/50
ml), standard antioxidant Ascorbic acid (100 µg/ml) and
PTX-Cu NCP (100 µg/ml) were produced. Solutions of 5, 10,
15, 20, 25 µg/ml were prepared by serial dilution of each of
stock solutions of ascorbic acid and PTX-Cu NCP. 5 ml each
of DPPH solution and ascorbic acid solution were incubated
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at room temperature in a dark atmosphere for 30 mins and
absorbance was noted immediately thereafter at 517 nm.
Similarly ethanolic PTX-Cu NCP solution was treated with
DPPH and absorbance was recorded at 517 nm. % Scavenging
activity was calculated by equation as reported by Pyrzynska,
et al. [63] increasing antioxidant activity with increase in
concentration of PTX-Cu NCP with respect to ascorbic acid
are shown in Figure S11 and Table S6. The possession of
antioxidant activity implies that PTX-Cu NCP can exhibit
profound anti proliferation activity as discussed in further
section.

In-vitro anticancer activity
PTX-Cu NCP shows prominent anticancer activity on
MCF-7 and COLO-205 in comparable with PTX and standard
anticancer drug ADR). Anticancer activity of the PTX-Cu
NCP against respective cell lines were analyzed in terms of
GI50 (Concentration of drug causing 50% inhibition of cell
growth), TGI (Concentration of drug causing total inhibition
of cell growth) and LC50 (Concentration of drug causing 50%
cell kill) values [42]. All the SRB (Sulphorhodamine B) assays
were evaluated in triplicate (no. of samples, n = 3) at various
concentrations. Table S7, Table S8, Table S9 and Table S10
summarizes the anticancer data acquired by assay. PTXCu NCP were established to be the profoundly functional
anticancer substance inducing > 50% inhibition of MCF-7 and
COLO-205 cell escalation at amounts < 10 μg/ml. The resultant
Figure 5a, Table S7 and Table S9 displays PTX-Cu NCP possess
comparatively high substantial anti-carcinoma activity versus
MCF-7 in comparison with PTX. Figure 5b, Table S8 and Table
S10 demonstrated that, PTX-Cu NCP have high significant anticancer activity against COLO-205 in comparison with PTX. The
GI50 value observed for PTX-Cu NCP was comparable with
standard anti-cancer drug ADR (Positive control compound).

Conclusion
Erstwhile researchers demonstrated to enhance the
hydrophilic properties of PTX conjugates, wherein PTX drug
cannot be efficiently absorbed in homogeneous manner on
the site of action. Here we successively developed the strategy
to enhance hydrophilic character of PTX-Cu NCP by simple
ultrasonic energy, wherein the decisive SEM morphology
of PTX-Cu NCP was evenly distributed as compared to PTX.
We herein strongly conclude that spontaneous interaction
between BSA-metallodrug PTX-Cu NCP suggested hydrophilic
binding as compared to hydrophobic PTX. PTX-Cu NCP shows
good antioxidant activity due to which they exhibit prominent
anticancer activity on MCF-7 and COLO-205 in correlation to
standard anticancer drug ADR. Prominently high solubility
in different aqueous media and comparatively greater drug
release profile of PTX-Cu NCP with respect to plain PTX,
signifies that PTX-Cu NCP can be profoundly used in the
targeted drug delivery systems like, nano-biomedical fields
and in pharmaceutical compositions/formulations replacing
existing PTX.
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Highlights
• Synthesis of copper metal containing paclitaxel:
Metallodrug PTX-Cu NCP.

• Greater solubility and drug release properties of
metallodrug PTX-Cu NCP as compared to PTX.

• Interaction of protein BSA with PTX-Cu NCP in the
favour of bioavailability.

• Anticancer activity of hydrophobic paclitaxel elevated
in the hydrophilic metallodrug PTX-Cu NCP.
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